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TESTil10NY OF DR. KENNETH S. PITZER 

(Begun Monday, Feb. 17, 1963, 11:00 a,m.) 

Dr. Pitzer, employment and background information. 

Davis: As president of Rice do you limit all of your time to administrative or 
executive duties, or do you also teach? 

Pitzer: I still do a little teaching - I am very anxious to - and a small amount 
of research which is still going on. In fact, I taught two classes last 
week. 

Davis: Do you consider Rice to be a university of the first class at this time? 

Pitzer: I would not regard Rice as a university strictly . of the first class at 
this time. It is a good university, but if you draw an analogy with 
baseball, we are at the top of the minor league but not in the major 
league. 

Davis: What will be required to make Rice a university of the first class and 
put it up into the major league? 

Pitzer: We will have to develop in a number of directions: quality of the faculty 
(number of stars - number of people who really classify as the best in their 
field). This, of course, will necessarily take additional money. In general 
we will have to be operating according to r/ules and customs of the very 
best universities of the country and of the world. 

Davis: Does Rice University compete now with other universities, business, and 
government for top faculty and personnel? 

Pitzer: We certainly do - competition is very severe. There is a shortage of 
such persons. 

Davis: Do you also compete to a certain extent for top graduate students? 
,_ 

Pitzer: Yes. They are admissible anywhere you go. (The quality of a university 
is not as much determined by the students as by the faculty, but 

Davis: It is in evidence that Rice has certain aid and certain foundation and 
private research grants. In your opinion are such grants desirable for 
a university such as Rice to have? 

Pitzer: From a practical viewpoint it is absolutely essential at this time. All 
universities of any quality at all are accepting such grants and are sub
sidized by such grants for their research. It is an absolutely unacceptable 
drain on other resources to do without these grants, and there is no reason 
for not accepting them. 

Davis: Are all of the grants exclusively in connection with the graduate school, 
and do they have an effect on the undergraduates? 

Pitzer: They are definitely beneficial to the undergraduates. There may actually 
be a scholarship fund where a student who wishes to~ngage in part-time 
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employment may be given a job and benefit in that way. • ••••••••• 
In addition to the general effect, if we are to have faculty members who 
are really •••• working at the frontier of knowledge, we have to have 
people actually engaged in research, engaged in answering unanswered 
questions, and you cannot have that type of knowledge without working with 
the aid of research grants for corporations, foundations, and government. 

Davis: Do you have any members of your faculty now engaged only in research? 

Pitzer: All top people do teaching. 

Davis: Does the fact that a top faculty person has the benefit of research help 
make him a better and more effective teacher or not. 

Pitzer: Yes, it helps make himtlbre effective because he is engaged in helping 
answer questions in that field, and it assures you that thirty years from 
now he will still be up to date. 

Davis: Do most cf your top people teach at the undergraduate as well as the 
graduate level? 

Pitzer: Almost without exception they teach both at the graduate and undergraduate, 
if they are top people. We have people teaching only at undergraduate who 
are not top. 

Davis: Does the existence of a research project made possible by a grant result 
in giving you better teachers for undergraduate as well as graduate? 

Pitzer: It does. 

Davis: Tell us just exactly how Rice goes about getting one of these foundation 
research grants. 

Pitzer: A typical situation is that the professor in his owa thinking on his current 
investigation thinks of new experiments he would like to carry out which would 
involve expenses not able to be carried out by general funds in his own depart
ment. He normally communicates informally at first to find out whether there 
might be some support from the particular agency. If favorable, he makes a 
formal proposal with a budget attached. This budget must be in conformity 
with the type of budget at Rice. The proposal is then reviewed by the 
chairman of his department. If it involves faculty from more than one 
department, it is reviewed by that department also. It is reviewed by the 
business office, and then comes to my office, and I review it; or if I am 
out of town, Dr. Croneis reviews it to decide if this is in the best interests 
of Rice University, because in some cases the professor may be interested 
in something that would be too far afield or unrelated to academics. If it 
has my approval, it is submitted to the government agency or foundation or 
corporation for approval. If the grant is made, it is then reviewed again 
by the business office or my office for approval. 

,, ., ' 
Davis: Then someone at the university proposes the grant rather than the dgency? 

Pitzer: In the case of Rice this is true almost one hundred percent. This is true 
at better universities but not universally true. In the period of a national 

,_ emergency, if the national safety depended on Rice doing some worthwhile 
work, we would do it. 
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Davis: As I understand you, 
something Rice wants 

with reference to one of these grants, it has to 
to do and something the government wants done. 

be 

Pitzer: I would draw an analogy to the highway program: The federal government 
wants highways built but where Texas wants them built as well as the 
government. 

7 

Davis: Are they analogous to contracting out research? 

Pitzer: I am not quite sure what you mean, but there are research organizatio
such as Southwest Research Institute (at San Antonio and I think here 
Houston) who are in the business of contracting. Rice is not in that 
business. 

ns, 
in 

Davis: I am asking you this : Rice wants this type of research and the government 
wants it done. Is it not equivalent to the government saying, "We will 
contract with you to perform it11 ? 

Pitzer: Yes. 

Davis: In exhibit #22, it shows the various projects, government and non-government, 
underway, and it shows dates, professors names, and amounts of money. What 
significance does the professor's name have? 

Pitzer: In most cases it means he is scientific director of the project. Where my 
name appears under the Atomic Energy Commission, this is for my own research, 
but under the National Science Foundation my name appears on grants which 
the university can use ••••••• , but my name appears as president. 

Davis: Where the name of a professor appears, does it mean that the money goes to 
that professor and he handles the money and pays it ou~ or what? 

Pitzer: No. The money comes into the accounts of Rice and is paid according to 
the budget made when the proposal is sent in, subject to modifications made, 
but in any event is subject to the policies of the university. The pro
fessor himself may receive a summer stipend from the foundation or grant, 
but his salary during the academic year does not come from the grant. 

Davis: Is a professor's salary during the year increased any by the fact that he 
gets these grants? 

Pitzer: No. 

Davis: His salary covers nine months? 

Pitzer: Yes. 

Davis: They are free to do whatever work they want to do during the summer? 

Pitzer: Yes. ! They can take other work ••••••• and the federal grant is in lieu of 
the money they might earn. The maximum salary is tied to their regular 
academic salary rate and would not be paid at a higher rate. 

Davis: Who handles this money? 

Pitzer: It is all handled through Rice. 
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Davis: And all under the supervision of Rice? 

- Pitzer: Yes. 

Davis: In connection with those grants, I will ask you whether or not all the money 
is paid out in salaries or is a substantial amount paid out in equipment, 
facilities, etc? 

Pitzer: A very substantial amount is involvad with equipment, supplies, also salary 
of people working on the project, mechanics, technicians, and also certain 
proponent which comes as overhead, cost to university not as tech ••••••••• 

Davis: And that overhead goes into the general educational budget for that year. 

Pitzer: Yes. 

Davis: Are these facilities beneficial to the graduate or the undergraduate? 

Pitzer: Absolutely essential to the graduate level and helpful to the undergraduate. 

Davis: Do these facilities make other university money available to the humanities 
that might not be going to the humanities except for these grants. 

Pitzer: Yes. 

Davis: Does that make more money to the humanities than if you did not have these 
grants. 

Pitzer: Correct. If you did not have these grants, you would have to make fresh 
decisions about what to do. Could not do what you do. 

Davis: Referring to the catalogue of 1916-17 - do you have one which shows the 
makeup of each class beginning in 1912 and the residence of the people from 
that class? 

Pitzer: I believe that is shown in the catalogue of 1916-17. Ithis a list of 
students received for 1912-13. 

Davis: Were there any students from outside of Texas? 

Pitzer: There were. I will read the out-of-state addresses. First, San Die go, 
California; for 1913-14 class (the second class at Rice), one from Louisiana, 
one from Mississippi, one from California, two from Georgia, one from Illinois, 
two from Florida, another from Louisiana, one from Sicily, one from Odessa, 
Russia; Tampico, Mexico; Illinois; Alabama. 

Davis: Will you tell us whether or not in the 1914-15 class there were any graduate 
students? 

Pitzer: There were five graduate fellows; four from outside the state - New York, 
Missouri, Indiana, Oklah ma - and one from Texas. 
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Davis: Were there undergraduates from out of state and from foreign countries? 

Pitzer: Yes, from Louisiana, Arkansas, Connecticut, 
Alabama, Florida, Tennessee, Georgia, ••••••• 

Georgia, Illinois, 

Davis: For the fourth class - are there graduate students? 

Pitzer: Yes, from Nebraska, North Carolina, two from Ohio, one from Pennsylvania, 
one from Massachusetts, and one from New Brunswick, Canada. 

Davis: And what about undergraduates from other states and foreign countries. 

Pitzer: Kansas, Louisiana, Louisiana, Indiana, Kansas, two from Mississippi, 
Arkansas, Connecticut, Louisiana, Kansas, Russia, North Carolina, 
Louisiana, Georgia, Georgia, Illinois, Florida, Tennessee, two from 
Louisiana, Japan, Alabama. 

Davis: Getting back to foundation and industrial grants, in your opinion will 
their importance decline or increase in the future? 

Pitzer: I don't believe it will decline, 
possibly increase in importance, 

They are very important now and would 

Davis: What is the experience of Rice 
is increasing, standing still, 

as 
or 

to whether 
declining. 

or not the cost of operations 

Pitzer: They are increasing distressingly fast. 

Davis: Is there any reason to believe they will not continue to do so in the future? 

Pitzer: I have no 
siderable 

reason 
time, 

to believe they will not continue to increase for a con~ 

Davis: What effect, 
continues to 
of color? 

in your opinion, will it have on Rice in the future 
refuse qualified applicants for admission solely on 

if Rice 
the basis 

/Objection overruled/ 

Pitzer: If the racial restrictions against admission of negroes should be clearly 
irreversible in final play, this would be the beginning of the end of Rice 
as an institute to go forward, because it would indicate clearly to the 
academic world that Rice was trapped in customs or mode of operations of 
a half century past, and no really top faculty will want to maintain their 
association with an institution clearly on the decline, regardless of their 
personal feeling with respect to this particular matter. 

Davis: In what way will this put Rice on the decline if they continue to refuse 
applicants on the basis of color. 

Pitzer: Most immediate and most serious would be the loss of the best and strongest 
members of the faculty, and the inability to appoint really top quality 
candidates to replace them, In the long run we would begin to lose research 
grants - in very general way. We are under notice from the federal government 

/Objection-sustained/ 
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Pitzer: It is my judgement that in all probability we would lose research grants 
in time. It would be quite clear that the great majority of the students 
would prefer to see racial restrictions removed, and students in the future 
would prefer to go to a school where there are not these restrictions. 

Davis: On what do you base 
obtaining faculty? 

the fact that you will have difficulty retaining and 

Pitzer: Because they have told me they would not ••••••••• 

/Objection - sustained/ 

Davis: In regard to recruiting faculty, what evidence do you have 
are trying to get to Rice are interested in whether or not 
restriction? 

that people who 
there is a color 

Pitzer: They ask the question, either orally or by letter ••••••••• 

/Objection - sustained/ 

Davis: When you are attempting to recruit faculty, state whether or not you are 
asked specifically as to the existence of such a color restriction, and 
if so ••••••••• 

/Objection - overruled/ 

Pitzer: I am asked that question. 

Davis: Is that usually done or just occasionally? 

Pitzer: It is usually done. 

Davis: Do you have any communication from prospective faculty people who have 
either turned you down or asked that their names be withdrawn because of 
color restrictions. 

/Objection - sustained/ 

Davis: On what do you base your belief that federal and other grants may be 
off in the future if this color restriction is retained permanently? 

cut 

I..._~ Pitzer: Several bases. I am myself a member of the Federal Government Advisory 
Board and committees, and the subject sometimes comes before their attention 
or is discussed by the government career officials who appear before this 
committee, and I also have letters, not specifically with respect to govern
ment research grants but other government activities. 

Davis: At the time this suit was filed in February, 1963, had Rice received any 
direct communication from any government agency concerning this color 
restriction? 

Pitzer: To the best of my knowledge, no, but since that time we have. 
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Davis: Have you received one from the Navy about the continuation of the ROTC 
program? 

Pitzer: We have. 

Davis: : Do you have that with you? 

Pitzer: I believe I do: 

/Letter offered but objected to by Reynolds/ 
JURY OUT 

Davis: I want the witness to testify that ROTC is important to Rice and the students. 

Judge: Question is it necessary to well-rounded and first class university? 

JURY IN: 

Davis: Does Rice have an ROTC at the present time? 

Pitzer: Yes. I believe the unit was first established about the time of World War II. 

Davis: Is the existence and continuation of that unit important to Rice in its 
efforts to be a university of the first class1 

Pitzer: It is a valuable component or aspect in respect to undergraduates, because 
it gives an opportunity to Rice undergraduates to obtain a naval commission 
in connection with their studies. I believe four graduates from Rice last 
year went right into the nuclear power program of the navy. The combination 
or Rice training and navy training made this unique opportunity. 

Davis: Do not the top universities of this nation have this program? 

Pitzer: Many of the leading universities have this -- one or more of the military•••• 

/Objection - overruled/ 

Davis: (Reads letter) Did you answer that in fact, it arrived while 
I was out of the city. Dr. Croneis and then I answered it 
subsequently. 

/Judge reads letter. Reynolds objects to first and last paragraphs. 
Entered as bill./ 

Davis: ~ In addition to the letter from the Navy, did you receive a letter from a 
representative of NASA with reference to the training program? 

Pitzer: We did receive this. 

/ Objection/ 

Reynolds: This seems to be with regard to employees. Rice did not restrict employees. 

Judge: You must lay a predicate on these exhibits. At the present time, I sustain 
the objection. I don't know what they are talking about when they say 
"training". 

LUNCH 12:00 - 1:00 
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Davis: Does Rice have a department of space science recently opened at Rice? 

Pitzer: Yes, organized about one year ago and flourishing at this time. 

Davis: In connection with NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center, is Rice doing 
research for NASA, and does it plan to do any in the future? 

Pitzer: We are doing considerable research for NASA; we had a substantial program 
even before the Manned Spacecraft Center came here. We have expanded the 
program considerably since, and we expect it to expand even further. 
We have several employees of NASA who are part-time students at Rice, and 
a number of Rice students have found part-time employment with NASA. In 
our discussions with NASA before they decided to place the Manned Spacecraft 
Center here, we promised we would cooperate with them in research and 
training. 

Davis: Is Rice used by various departments of the government at the present time 
Lby placing employees there as student~/i 

Pitzer: Yes. NASA is the one I remember. 

Davis: I will stay with NASA at the moment. As I understand, you have some people 
at Rice now being trained who are with NASA. 

Pitzer: Correct. 

Davis: Are some of your students employed by NASA. 

Pitzer: Yes. 

Davis: Do you hope to be able to continue with NASA to send students to Rice? 

1• Pitzer: If they are qualified. And we are even hoping to have a scientist astro-
naut of the future affiliated with Rice. 

Davis: Are there certain government institutions who have used Rice during the 
summer? 

Pitzer: I believe there have been some programs of this sort. I do not recall any 
particular one. 

Davis: It has been testified to by another witness that if not for Rice, NASA 
would not have located here. Will you state what part Rice hopes to play 
in this area? 

Pitzer: We hope to have an active program of study, particularly at the under
graduate level and also at the graduate, in those fields of science and 
engineering and possibly also in economics and other areas important to 
the NASA program. Jfflot only in the space science department but other 
departments. Many problems which NASA hasn't solved. In their immediate 
investigation NASA will carry on in their ·own department, but Rice will 
help where a new basic understanding is desired of the properties of 
nature whic h will be critical to the success of NASA in the future, and 
that is a university's position - to investigate fundamental properties. 
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Davis: In connection with research grants, do the agencies that give 
sometimes also have training facilities with those grants? 

those grants 

Pitzer: Most research grants are given with the understanding that graduate students 
will be engaged in research with the university. Programs supported by 
research grants become associated with the graduate student's thesis. In 
many cases the research grant would not be forthcoming if insulated against 
graduate study. 

Davis: Is it not probably and also possible that NASA could make research grants 
in the future and also provide for some of their people to come in and be 
trained? 

Pitzer: Yes, the two would normally go together; at least training activity would 
usually go to schools where the schools had research and graduate training 
going on. 

/Attorney Davis again offers into evidence 
by Reynolds - overruled./ 

letter from NASA. Objection 

/Letter read to jury./ 

Davis: Have you any other reason to believe that federal agencies will not be 
able to make grants in the future to an institution such as Rice if it 
continues a restriction against qualified applicants solely on the basis 
of color? 

Pitzer: This is just based on my general judgement of the trend of policies in 
the federal government, and on that basis I would expect that the entire 
pattern of research grants would be directed toward institutions that do 
not have racial discrimination. 

Davis: Recently did you have contact with a representative of a government agency 
with respect to interviewing students about possible employment? 

/Objection - sustained/ 

Davis: Do you know of any regulation that has come out to the effect that a 
school which discriminates solely on the basis of color will not be •.••••• 
where any government program will be carried on, or where interviews for 
employment will not be held? 

/Objection - sustained/ 

Davis: Have you anything in writing from the Ford Foundation as to what its 
policy is in reference to making general grants,such as the matching 
grant Mr. Brown said he hoped to obtain for Rice, if the institution 
asking for the grant discriminates on the basis of color alone? 

/Davis tries 
sustained/ 

to introduce letter from Ford Foundation. Objection -

JURY OUT 

The following offered for the Bill; 
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Davis: Dr. Pitzer, are you acquainted with Dr. Heald from the Ford Foundation? 

Pitzer: Yes. 

Davis: Letter and attached statement of policy offered as Bill; not offered as to 
truth or falsity but as to offer made to Rice by representative of Ford 
and as to why they could not get a grant from Ford. 

In this connection, I would like to ask if you have had other correspondence 
from him and if this is his signature? 

Pitzer: Yes, I have, and it is his signature. 

/Entered into Bill/ 

JURY IN · 

Davis: Have you any opinion as to whether or not Rice could obtain a general grant 
from the Ford Foundation so long as it retains a color restriction? 

Pitzer: I am convinced it cannot. 

Davis: Do you know whether or not there was an effort made by Rice to obtain such 
a grant from the Ford Foundation? 

Pitzer: There was such an effort made, and I participated in that effort. 

Davis: Do you know whether or not you failed to get that grant? 

Pitzer: We have so far failed to get that grant. 

Davis: Was any comment made about Ford turning you down in your presence? 

/Objection (heresay) - sustained/ 

JURY OUT 

Pitzer: Statements were made, and they included reasons both that we discriminated 
and that we were not developing our financial resources. 

Davis: Of your own knowledge, what is the attitude of the Ford Foundation toward 
making general grants to a university discriminating solely on color. 

Pitzer: It is against making such grants. 

JURY IN: 

Davis: Has Rice recently received any letters from other foundations? 

Pitzer: We have, and I have those letters. 

Davis: Does Rice accept language institutes that are put on by the Department of 
Health, Education, and Welfare? 

Pitzer: It is put on in the summer as part of training program to refresh educational 
experience, particularly of high school or college teachers. 
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Davis: Do other universities of the first class hold these? 

Pitzer: They do. 

Davis: Do these programs afford employment opportunities to members of your 
faculty and sometimes to graduate students. 

Pitzer: They do. 

Davis: Do they give educational inducement for them to come to Rice where they 
might get employment during the summer? 

Pitzer: Yes. 

Davis: Has Rice been accepting these programs whenever they have qualified 
people to conduct them? 

Pitzer: Yes. 

Davis: Do you consider this to be important for the faculty and some of the 
graduate students? 

Pitzer: It is a valuable thing to do. Yes. 

/Attorney Davis tries to introduce letter from the Department of Health, Education, 
and Welfare - Objection by Reynolds/ 

JURY OUT 

/Discussion as to whether institutes such as this are held only in the summer or 
also held during the academic year. Judge states that if this predicate is laid 
he will overrule the objection./ 

JURY IN 

Davis: Dr. Pitzer, are the educational assistance programs such as a language 
institute which is financed by the Department of Health, Education, and 
Welfare held at Rice only in the summer time or are they sometimes held 
during regular school year7 

Pitzer: Rice has not held such an institute so far during the school year, but 
other leading universities have held such institutes and enrolled both 
regular and special students. 

Davis: Is Rice preparing to hold one? 

Pitzer: If this were to fit in with our regular educational program and were 
desirable in terms of faculty available, we would welcome such a program. 

Davis: Who actually controls and conducts it? Does the government come in and 
run it, or does Rice run the educational assistance program? 
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Pitzer: These are handled almost exactly as the research grants which I mentioned 
earlier. They are proposed by one or more faculty members, reviewed by 
the department, by the business office, and myself as to consistency with 
Rice policy and desirability (as to general compatibility with the educa
tional program of Rice). 

Davis: Would the educational assistance program 
school be of benefit? 

during the summer and regular 

Pitzer: The flexibility to carry on such programs when they 
a valuable facet of Rice University's development. 

are desirable would be 

Davis: /Reads letter dated October 4, 
and Welfare, and enclosure./ 

1963, from Department of Health, Education, 

Dr. Pitzer, in connection with any of the government programs in which 
Rice has participated in any respect so long as you have been president, 
other than these references to non-discrimination, has the government 
agency with which Rice has contracted in any way placed any restrictions 
upon Rice or tried to dictate its policy or interfere with internal affairs. 

Pitzer: There is no 
activities, 
policies. 

interference in any way with our administration, research, 
They just require honesty in bookkeeping and other sound 

or 

Davis: Is Rice free to reject any of these government research programs, institutes, 
or other matters which it does not like or which doesn't fit into its 
program? 

Pitzer: We are quite free to reject or not to apply for it in the first place, 

Davis: Do you know of any university of substantial importance in the United 
States which does not accept these government or foundation research 
grants? 

Pitzer: I do not know of any, 

Davis: What in y9ur opinion will be the effect upon Rice in the future if it 
continues to be prohibited from charging reasonable tuition to those 
students able to pay same. 

Pitzer: The financial limitations would be so severe 
a declining path of decreasing importance, 

that it would lead Rice on 

Davis: Do you know of any private universities of substantial importance other 
than Rice that do not charge tuition? 

Pitzer: I know of no other. 

Davis: If Rice were given the opportunity of charging tuition, what if any policy 
do you understand would be adopted with reference to scholarships and 
fellowships to those applicants or students who could not afford to pay? 

/Objection - Sustained/ 
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Davis: In your opinion, what effect would it have on Rice if in the 
future it should accept only qualified applicants from the 
state of Texas and from the city of Houston? 

Pitzer: The geographic limitations of this state would again indicate 
that Rice was out of the mainstream of important institutions 
of higher education and was headed toward bush-league status. 

Davis: Why? 

Pitzer: Because the truth as one teaches it and seeks to discover it 
is not local but national or international, and an educational 
institution which deals exclusively with students from a local 
area is eliminating from the experience of its students the 
knowledge and contact with those who have other backgrounds; 
furthermore, any faculty member of the first class wants to 
have the possibility of having with him any ....... candidate, 
regardless of his origin. 

/Objection - Sustained/ 

/Judge instructs jury to disregard any reference to origin 
of students./ 

Davis: If Mr. Rice in 1891 decided particularly to benefit the white 
inhabitants of the city of Houston and state of Texas by pro
viding for the creation of Rice Institute for the advancement 
of literature, science, and art, I will ask you to state your 
opinion now as to how that purpose could best be carried out 
under existing conditions. Would it be by limiting the appli
cants solely to the white inhabitants of the city of Houston 
and state of Texas or by other means? 

/Objection - Sustained/ 

JURY OUT 

Judge: I have already instructed you that that is not the issue in 
this case. 

Davis: For the Bill: Assume for the purpose of this question that 
Mr. Rice's primary purpose was the establishment of an educa
tional institution of the first class. Based on that assumption, 
will you state whether or not under present facts and circum
stances you could have such an educational institution by 
limiting the students to the white inhabitants of the city of 
Houston and state of Texas? 
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Pitzer: In my judgement it would be practically impossible to maintain 
and enhance an institution of the first class under those 
limitations. 

JURY IN 

Davis: For the purpose of this question, I will ask you to assume 
that the primary purpose of Mr. Rice, the founder, was to 
establish an educational institution of the first class. 
Based on that assumption, I will ask you whether in your 
opinion under existing facts and circumstances you could 
have such a first class educational institution if i t were 
limited exclusively to white persons at the present time? 

/Objection - Overruled/ 

Pitzer: It is my judgement that in the years ahead it would be 
practically impossible to develop and maintain an educa
tional institution of the first class under that racial 
restriction. 

Davis: Approximately what 
present time? 

size full-time faculty do you have at the 

Pitzer: Approximately two hundred full-time. 

Davis: Approximately how many students, including graduate students? 

Pitzer: 2,250. 

Davis: In your opinion could the graduate program at Rice be 
tailed without having a serious effect on Rice? 

cur

Pitzer: No. 
and 
has 

The graduate program is important to the university 
to the purposes of the educational institution, and it 
a beneficial effect also on the undergraduate program. 

Davis: If it were substantially curtailed as 
what effect would this have on Rice's 
future? 

an economic measure, 
status now and in the 

Pitzer: It would seriously diminish its status. 

Davis: It is in evidence that Rice was contemplating trying to 
increase its endowment by thirty million dollars. Are you 
acquainted with that plan? 
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Pitzer: Yes. I participated in the discussions. 

Davis: Tell us the reasons for it, and what consideration was given 
as to the amount needed, and why that is one of the objectives. 

/Objection - overruled/ 

Pitzer: Shortly after I came to Rice I reviewed the previous planning . 
...........•... At that time a special committee of the Board 
was appointed to review these estimates and to recommend 
goals, both educationally and financially. That committee, 
after reviewing detailed estimates, proposed the thirty-three 
million dollar campaign or drive for increased endowment, 
as well as a legal petition such as we are hearing at this 
time. 

Davis: Did anyone participate in that committee other 
present members of the Beard of Trustees? 

than you and 

Pitzer: Yes. Mr. Gus Wortham of this state and on the control board, 
Mr. Sayles Leach, and Mr. Lamar Fleming who was a control board 
member at that time. 

Davis: As 
to 

I understand, you came up with a recommendation and also 
increase the endowment by thirty-three million dollars. 

Pitzer: Correct. 

Davis: Can you tell us about future plans and why it is necessary 
to have tuition and to increase the income bearing endowment 
by as much as thirty-three million dollars? 

/Objection - Sustained/ 

(Recess 15 to 20 minutes) 

JURY OUT 

Judge: What difference does it make as to whether the Board of Rice 
is successful or unsuccessful in increasing endowment funds 
of Rice? That is speculating as to what they can do in that 
respect. The question is as to what should or should not be 
done under the present existing facts regarding what may happen 
in the future. 

Davis: We have already shown that we had a deficit and anticipated 
further deficit. We want to show that we did anticipate 
further deficits even under existing circumstances and in 
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order for Rice to grow, some of the things necessary to do 
and for which this money is needed in the future. 

Judge: Confine your question to why they need tuition charges with 
the present endowment, without going into future endowment. 

JURY IN 

Davis: Will you tell us, please,why in your opinion Rice University 
needs more money and thus needs to charge tuition. 

Pitzer: In very simple terms which I will back up with more detail 
if you want, in a major league ball club you have to have 
major league money and financing. At the present time, in 
the world of universities today, costs are going up at ten 
percent per year, because of new equipment, new facilities, 
and new areas of knowledge, and this means that for Rice to 
stay even, we need to increase our income by a half million 
dollars a year. We will need, even under the present circum
stances, to get a general and educational budget of fifteen 
million dollars a year, instead of six million dollars at 
the present time. That figure could be for a somewhat 
larger university than Rice, but that is truly for first
class standards. 

Rice is in a position to put Houston on the map as a first
class or major league city if we can move forward effectively. 
We had a deficit last year and anticipate a deficit this year. 
If we are going to get educational money, we have to set a 
pattern, and the first step is to get tuition from those 
students where it is possible for them to pay without hard
ship. This is standard pattern -- and to make scholarship 
grants which are in dollars up to full tuition or more. 

/Objection - sustained, as to scholarships./ 

Pitzer: The income then from tuition from students able to pay same 
represents the first step to give substantial revenue. This 
would also convince, in my opinion, others, both foundations, 
corporations, and private individuals, that Rice was doing 
the best it could on its own to meet its financial problems 
and would lay the foundation from which donations and grants 
could be made in augmenting endowment and help meet annual 
operating costs. 

Davis: Did you serve as part of a committee with several trustees 
to look ahead and see what Rice's financial needs would be 
in the next ten years? 
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Pitzer: I did. We looked at various periods of time. 

Davis: Have you a copy of that report - copied in the minutes of 
the Rice University trustees. I want the minutes of the 
special committee. Was this the report made to the trustees? 

Pitzer: Yes, minutes of the special committee and given to the 
trustees. They accepted the report. 

Davis: Have you excerpts here? 

Pitzer: Yes. 

/Objection by Reynolds to offering this into evidence, 
because it regards the future; question is to decide whether 
it is possible to comply with Rice's indenture./ 

/Objection - Sustained/ 

JURY OUT 

Davis: (Question to Judge) We should not show any need in the future? 

Judge: No, you wanted to show report of the connnittee, which was a 
consensus. 

Davis: Dr. Pitzer, in 1962 did you become acquainted with any study 
made showing the average increase of certain items of expense 
during the last ten-year period? 

/Objection - Sustained/ 

Davis: Do you know of your own knowledge what the average increase 
per year has been for the last ten years for Rice -- the ten 
years immediately preceding April, 1962? 

Pitzer: I made, or had made under my supervision, a number of estimates 
and studies of the trends of the budget expenditures in various 
capacities, and the increase prior to 1962 in the general 
expense category was a little less than ten percent per year; 
in the cost of equipment it was nearly twelve percent per 
year; and in the books and publications 1for the library there 
was an increase in the period prior to 1962 of fifteen percent 
per year. Recently I have revised and brought up to date 
these figures and found these were reasonably accurate. Costs 
are increasing at approximately this rate even without efforts 
to expand the university. 
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Davis: Did you make a prognostication as to what the deficit would 
be for the year ending June 30, 1966, based on the same per
centage of increases which you had experienced for the past 
(ten years)? 

Pitzer: Yes . . ...... . 

/Objection - Overruled/ 

Davis: What projection was the deficit based 
tinuing in the future? 

on -- increases con

Pitzer: That projection lead to an indicated deficit in the year 
ending June 30, 1966, of one million seven hundred thousand 
dollars ($1,700,000). I reviewed these estimates more 
recently and find the present information is substantially 
the same. 

Davis: In order for Rice to continue to grow toward being a univer 
sity of the first class, have you personally made studies 
and determinations as to what it should do for the next few 
years. 

Pitzer: Yes, I have made a number of plans of what would be desirable 
to do and what would be feasible, and these are based on my 
knowledge of the practices, budgets, reports, etc., of other 
universities. As I said earlier, it is my judgement that 
in terms of the present costs and for a university of the 
first class, it would not be feasible without a fifteen 
million dollar budget ($15,000,000). This would involve 
increases in faculty. You have to have really first class 
people, and you have to have a star for each position on 
the team, as well as members of the faculty backing up each 
of the various spots and subjects to be taught. 

Davis: Is it your intention 
not quantity? 

to continue to emphasize quality and 

Pitzer: Yes, all projections made and all my own planning is based 
on the asumption of a university of limited size but balanced 
between science, engineering, and humanities, and with only 
moderate increases in enrollment. (Increased enrollment 
would also involve an increase in activity and research, 
which contributes to the advancement of literature, science, 
and art.) 

Davis: If the color restriction is removed, do you have any intention 
of relaxing your qualifications whatsoever in considering any 
negro applicants who may apply? 
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/Objection - Overruled/ 

Pitzer: It is my intention, as of all my associates, to maintain the 
academic qualifications for admission and to maintain the 
highest requirements for character and integrity. 

CROSS EXAMINATION 

Reynolds: Dr. Pitzer, I believe you told the jury that prior to your 
corning to Houston you were in California. 

Pitzer: Yes. 

Reynolds: I believe you told the jury that you were professor of 
chemistry. How long were you professor of chemistry? 

Pitzer: If you count the various branches of the university, since 
1937. 

Reynolds: You also stated that you had certain administrative duties. 
Were those in connection with your department or in con
nection with the operation of the university? 

Pitzer: I had various duties: chairman of the department, one time 
chairman of a university-wide committee advising the univer
sity about many projects such as the AEC, and other special 
administrative duties. 

Reynolds: I believe you said you had been connected with Cal Tech. 

Pitzer: Yes, as an undergraduate. 

Reynolds: Cal Tech is private and the University of California is 
public. The University of California does not charge 
tuition. 

Pitzer: They charge out-of-state tuition and in-state fees much 
the same as Rice. 

Reynolds: Prior to corning to Rice you knew something about it, that 
it was private and created by William Marsh Rice.~ 
~ 

Pitzer: Yes, I had learned quite a bit about it and have learned 
more since. 
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Did you know that it was created by and through an indenture? 

I believe I did. 

You knew that it was a private institution that did not 
charge tuition. How did you come to know? 

That Rice does not charge tuition is commonly known through
out the world of higher education. 

You also knew that it was restricted solely to whites. 

I knew that admissions ........... were being restricted 
against negroes at the time I came. 

Did you make any investigation as to why? 

I understood that it related to an indenture, but I do not 
recall that I read it in detail. 

You knew there were restrictions against tuition and 
against negroes. . ........ . 

I discussed it before coming with members of the Boo.rd. 

Did you make it a condition to coming? 

No. I indicated the difficulties this might cause in the 
future. I became convinced that the men on the Board of 
Trustees were men of vision and good judgement for the 
university and would do the best when the time came. 

Were you told that there was thought of action? 

I was told ...... . 

At the time you accepted this job you did not know that 
there was definitive action taken. 

No definitive action had been taken, and I was not sure any 
would be taken or would not be taken. 

Were you willing to put in with Rice and become a part of 
it? Don't you believe that all people of good faith in 
your profession, once they have the matter explained to 
them, that these were matters beyond t heir scope and 
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created by the founder, would come? 

Pitzer: No, I do not. As explained to me at that time and explained 
to me by many letters, when conditions change such that 
restrictions of this sort are causing severe handicap to 
the principal objectives of the donor, it is legally 
possible to have them changed. 

I stated that no definitive action had been taken. I became 
convinced that definitive action would be taken if and when 
the problem became (severe). 

Reynolds: When you were being interviewed for the position of president 
at Rice, you then at least got a commitment from the persons 
who interviewed you that some action would be taken by the 
trustees of Rice when it became necessary to do so. 

Pitzer: No. I became convinced from 
that this would be the case, 

the attitude that they showed 
but it was not a commitment. 

Reynolds: Just what did they say? 

Pitzer: I don't recall the exact words. I have tried to explain. 
At that time I was not aware of the financial restrictions 
and the impact of this no-tuition policy ..... and in respect 
to the racial question, although I was from an area where 
these restrictions are not enforced in higher education. 
The problem was discussed, and the possibility of these 
restrictions interfering with faculty was discussed, and 
the possibility of receiving government grants was dis
cussed. 

I was told if (the matters) became serious it would be 
discussed. The fact that it might be serious occurred to 
me, but I did not know how serious. I had worked with 
other restrictions but not with these particular restric
tions. I had a general estimate as to how this might 
affect Rice but became more acquainted after being with 
Rice. 

Reynolds: In 1961 after these men of devotion explained the situation 
to you, you chose to cast your lot with Rice. 

Pitzer: Yes. 
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Reynolds: Did you .bring anyone from California with you? 

Pitzer: Yes, I brought one junior research associate with me, and 
he has since gone on. I did not bring anyone else with me 
at the time but have been able since to attract, by my own 
reputation, and bring other men. 

Reynolds: What was the size of the faculty at the time you came? 

Pitzer: 185 approximately. 

Reynolds: Of that number how many are still at Rice? 

Pitzer: I would guess that about ten or fifteen have left. 

Reynolds: It is your testimony that of that 170 
Rice that many are outstanding. 

or 175 remaining at 

Pitzer: Yes, many fine and able men. 

Reynolds: Of those here when 
years. 

you came, many had been here for many 

Pitzer: Yes. 

Reynolds: You have been present during the entire testimony. 

Pitzer: I have been present during most of it. 

Reynolds: What about when Dr. Ransom testified? 

Pitzer: I was here during a portion of it. I don ' t recall if I 
was here during all of it. 

Reynolds: What about when he was asked about Rice being a first-c1a ss 
university. Do you recall that he said Rice had achieved 
a position of eminence in science and technology? Do you 
agree? 

Pitzer: I believe we have certain people who are eminent and certain 
who are very good, but even in that area we are not as eminent 
as other institutions. 

Reynolds: He said that in order for Rice to develop, he said Rice 
should develop the humanities. 
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That is an oversimplification, but I have done so, and I 
agree. 

What you mean is to enlarge and to devote and attract people 
of eminence to teach to bring in scholarships in those par
ticular subjects. Have you done that since you have been 
at Rice? 

Yes. In fact, at the expense of Texas we brought the finest 
specialist of Austrian history, R. John Rath, and Frank 
Vandiver, who is now on leave as Harmsworth Professor of 
American History in Oxford, England. 

How many (faculty) were in the liberal arts and humanities 
when you came to Rice? 

I don't recall the exact number. 

Can you tell the jury if it has increased? 

I think there has been an increase in proportion with other 
area. 

Dr. Ransom said to accept federal grants in humanities was 
not in the best interest of a university. 

I think that danger exists. I think it is an empty fear 
at the moment since there is no government financing 
available in humanities, other than fellowships for stu
dents in humanities ...•............ I rather agree with 
Dr. Ransom's view that there is a greater danger than in 
comparison to scientific areas. 

In making the observation that loss of federal grants 
would make a hardship on Rice and make it become a bush
leaguer, you weren't referring to the humanities, were you? 

It would carry over to the humanities. If Rice became bush 
league in an area in which it is best known, it would affect 
the humanities. There is unity; either we would have to 
stop programs in science, in which it would be apparent that 
Rice was on the skids and going downhill, or we would have 
to use money from the humanities to help programs of science, 
and this would starve humanities. Whichever decision you 
make, the university would go downhill and the humanities 
with it. 
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Reynolds: It is true that it is hard 
other fields. 

to separate humanities from 

Pitzer: The existence of federal grants helps pay heavy expenses 
in the science field, which helps us divert to humanities 
funds not available to them otherwise, and (endowment funds) 
money would become available because someone else was helping 
pay the bills for science. 

Reynolds: Isn't it true that Rice obtains millions 
the federal government? Does it have an 

of dollars from 
influence ....... . 

Pitzer: It does not have any influence. 

Reynolds: You do teach that the government's 
research is necessary. 

role in the field of 

Pitzer: The facts are recognized by all universities. 

Reynolds: One of the truths that must be sought 
role of government in daily life. 

out and told is the 

Pitzer: Teaching the role of government is necessary. 

Reynolds: You heard several of these distinguished authorities in 
education come before the court and jury and state that 
the p~imary objective of a university is to search out the 
truth. 

Pitzer: I agree. The ultimate purpose is to discover truth and 
communicate truth to the younger generation and those who 
learn at any age. 

Reynolds: You heard Father Murphy say that it was a fundamental 
truth that it was man's right to dispose of his property 
as he saw fit. 

Pitzer: Certainly that is within the laws of the land ............. . 

Reynolds: You heard Father Murphy say 
of his right. 

that a man's prejudice is part 

/Objection - Sustained/ 

Reynolds: Do you think that a man's prejudices are part of his liberty? 

/Objection - Overruled/ 
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Pitzer: Certainly his prejudices are part of his rights. 

Reynolds: Have you had occasion to read the indenture and study it and 
read it word for word? 

Pitzer: I have on a number of occasions. 

Reynolds: You have stated that it was your desire that Rice be a 
university of the first class. I will ask you if you know 
of any statement in the indenture where Mr. Rice stated that 
as his objective? 

/Objection - Sustained/ 

Reynolds: You were present when I asked Dr. Muir about letters written 
by Mr. Rice between 1891 and 1900. 

/Objection - Sustained/ 

Reynolds: Tell the jury whether or not there are any letters by Mr. Rice 
written to the trustees between 1891 and 1900 that you know of. 

Pitzer: I know of nothing in this area beyond which Dr. Muir testified. 

Reynolds: Have you had occasion to study the archives? 

Pitz er: I have had occasion to study them but not nearly as thoroughly 
as Dr. Muir. 

Reynolds: Do you think it is in the best interests of a first-class 
university for the professors to dictate to the university 
the terms of admission of students? 

Pitzer: I think it is entirely in keeping with a first-class university 
that the views of the distinguished members of the faculty and 
other able members of the faculty should be considered in 
determining admission policy. 

Reynolds: Do you think that the professor being hired to come to ice 
should be consulted about what admissions policies should be? 

,_ Pitzer: That question is put back -- that the able and distinguished 
people have many opportunities for positions. The competition 
to obtain top-quality people is severe, and it is certainly 
understandable for them to ask about policy. 

Reynolds: Do you think a university should change its policy or ask 
the court to change it? Do you think that professors who 
are being interviewed for employment should have their wishes 
in this connection carried out by trustees of a university? 

/Objection - Sustained/ 
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Reynolds: ho determines admission policy at Rice? 

Pitzer: General policy is determined by Board of Trustees and carried 
out by committee on admissions and director of admissions, 
both of which are under my supervision. 

Reynolds: Have you made a study of the universities of Texas so as to 
tell how the salary scale of Rice compares? 

Pitzer: I have made some comparisons, and Rice has a relatively strong 
scale in order to maintain the faculty it does. I have also 
made comparisons with other institutions, and I know of at 
least forty who announce enough about their faculty that I 
know we are not up to them in salary . Salary is only one of 
the factors that attract faculty. 

Reynolds: Do you agree that the thing that makes Harvard great is 
tuition and the size of endowment? 

Pitzer: There are many things that make Harvard great; funds necessary 
to pay good salaries and tuition policy help maintain good 
students. 

Reynolds: Have you compared salary scales of Rice as compared to the 
University of Texas? 

Pitzer: I have made some comparison, although it is a little difficult 
because the University of Texas does so many things that Rice 
does not do. I have a feeling of comparison of actual salaries 
of individual cases and comparable personnel. As nearly as I 
can tell, salaries are about the same. 

Reynolds: What about Rice salaries compared to A & M? 

Pitzer: I think roughly the same statement can be made in that case, 
although I have less information about it; although the school 
average of A & Mis lower. 

Reynolds: Would you say that the salary scale of the stars is about the 
same at Rice, University of Texas, and A & M? 

Pitzer: I believe so. 

Reynolds: What about the bench? 

Pitzer: There are comparable people at both schools on the faculty. 

Reynolds: hat about the salary scale at SMU? 

Pitzer: I do not have sufficient information on individual basis, 
but we are overall higher than SMU. 
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Reynolds: What about TCU? 

Pitzer: I am sure we are higher, but they did hire someone away fro 
Rice, but his salary is much higher. 

Reynolds: What about Tri ity and St. Thoaas? 

Pitzer: I don't have enough information on them. 

Reynolds: On the question of salaries, you have given us testimony
already in regard to the federal grant program. You have 
testified, have you not, that in the case of a professor 
at Rice, his salary at Rice is increased only to the extent 
that he would be doing work in the summer when Rice is not 
normally in operation? 

Pitzer: Correct. 

Reynolds: Take an example: Professor "X", who is one of your stare, 
has made application to the Budget of Tax, it has come 
through you, etc. Assume he has a salary of $20,000 a year. 

Pitzer: That's a good stopping point. 

Reynolds: The $20,000 would be for nine months of work at Rice? 

Pitzer: Our contract involves payment over the 12-month period, but 
he is free to do other things during the summer. 

Reynolds: Rice has no policy keeping him from going out to earn money
from other fields? 

Pitzer: No. 

Reynolds: If his salary is $20,000 a year, and he spends three months 
on another job, he would earn an additional 3/12? 

Pitzer: It is normally limited to 2½/12, because we consider two 
weeks vacation time. 

Reynolds: His salary would then ·be increased by several thousand dollars 
by staying and working on a research program. Then Rice would 
be reimbursed by the government or a grant. 

Pitzer: Correct. 

Reynolds: •.••.•••• When he (the professor) receives a federal grant, 
is the $20,000 reimbursed to you in whole or in part by the 
agency that extends the grant? 

Pitzer: As I said, with rare exceptions the $20,000 is paid from 
Rice's budget, and the only thing paid by the government 
would be for the summer. It is not reimbursement for the 
$20,000. 

7 
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Reynolds: Rice does not make money, does it, from this grant? 

Pitzer: 

Reynolds: 
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Certainly if we want to carry out work for which we have 
asked for a grant, we would be out a lot of money if we 
did not get the grant • 
. 
.• 
Isn't it true that the professor decides some program he wants 
to work on, and he submits it to you, and you cause it to be 
submitted to some agency? If it is turned down, it does not 
mean that Rice will go ahead and carry it out. 

We would like to carry it out, but it might go slowly, or we 
might decide not to do it. 

Or you could do it yourself. How many applications has Rice 
had turned down by the federal government since you became 
president - - considering a particular application to a 
particular agency? 

About fifty-fifty. Reapplication to another agency may
bring support. 

Where Rice carries out research programs without aid of a 
gift or grant, do you call that independent research? 

I don't know that I call it that. 

Where Rice has been turned down, has Rice on its own insti
tuted these programs as independent research. 

In some cases we have. The industrial research program
has given money to do this. 

Do you agree that government grants do not provide suffi
cient reimbursement for overhead? 

It would be nice if they gave us more overhead or more funds, 
but I look at this as something we both want to do. I see 
no reason why we should not share. The idea of whether or 
not we make money is an irrelevant question. 

I am trying to determine whether you are making money or 
losing money. 

We are not entering this research to make money. We are 
advancing science in areas of knowledge. We are doing what 
William Marsh Rice wanted, accomplishing his purposes. I 
am talking about the purposes of the name of the institute 
-- for the advancement of literature, science, and art. 
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Reynolds: But he also stated he wanted it for the improvement of the 
white inhabitants ••••••• 

• 
• 

Reynolds: There has also been testimony about the difference between 
some grant whether basic or applied research. Does Rice at 
this time have any research contracts from the government 
as to whether any of these star professors are doing basic 
research. 

Pitzer: The boundary line between basic and applied research is 
very difficult to determine. A person is not an engineer
unless he hopes to see application. Some things are called 
applied, but a person will not go out and market a product 
on the basis of his research. 

Reynolds: What part (?) come to you are devoted to applied? ~ 

Pitzer: I have never tried to devise a percentage. 

Reynolds: Do you agree that the acceptance by a university of federal 
grants for the purpose of research in applied science can 

Pitzer: No, I have just explained how a university teaches a person
how to apply basic •••••• 

Reynolds: You, as president of Rice have no objection to the acceptance
of federal research grants in the applied sciences, unless 
there is some other reason to do so. 

Pitzer: As explained before, our faculty, in other words the univer
sity, selects the fields of research in which we wish to 
engage, and then we seek financial aid, if possible, to help 
pay the bills of doing this. If we have selected them as 
being worthwhile, even though potentially applied, we think 
they are appropriate. 

Reynolds: You said that the faculty member ordinarily initiates the 
request to the federal agency. 

Pitzer: Yes. 

Reynolds: Is this always the case, or are there cases where the 
federal agency initiates the request? 

Pitzer: Cases in which the federal agencies invite a proposal by
suggesting a problem or subject are infrequent so far as we 
are concerned. We get such proposals from time to time, but 
we lay them aside. Occasionally some information comes to 

l 
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us that there is an interest in a federal agency for work 
in a field in which I or others know that one or another 
of our faculty are interested or competent, or in which we 
are interested in gaining competence. If a faculty member 

wishes to follow up, he is free to do so. 

Reynolds: You have offered testimony about a language institute •••• 

Pitzer: This was initiated by Professor Castaneda. 

Reynolds: As of December 1, 1963, Rice was receiving or had total 
government contracts in excess of five million dollars. 

Pitzer: That is what the table says, but that is not the annual 
rate. Much of that is for more than one year. 

Reynolds: Can you tell what percentage of your income for the past 
year was from the federal government. I believe it has 
already been submitted for evidence. 

Pitzer: In the year ending June 30, 1963, the total from government
research contracts and grants was $1,322,930, 14.6 percent
of the total expenditures. 

Reynolds: You have projected that receipts for the year have risen 
to approximately 22.4 percent. Now then, do you have an 
opinion as to how much federal money Rice can receive before 
it works to the detriment of Rice? 

Pitzer: I have given general thought to this subject and believe 
the figures can be considerably higher than 22 percent
without danger or difficulty. We are so far from the 
50 or 80 percent figures of some leading universities, 
that I have not given any concern to it. We are so far 
aw~y from the level of other institutions under which they 
operate effectively. 

Reynolds: Do you have any opinion of what your receipts would have to 
be in order for it to work to the detriment of Rice? 

Pitzer: I don't think a percentage of the receipts itself would be 
detrimental; as long as we accept only the right program,
there will be no detriment. 

Reynolds: I am going to hand you Plaintiffs' Exhibit 22, a summary of 
various government, foundation and private research contracts 
and grants. I direct your attention particularly to the first 
page -- those dealing with federal or government contracts 
or grants. You have many of these in which Rice has contracts 
from the government. Do you make any distinction between a 
contract with the government and a grant with the government? 
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Pitzer: The difference is significant but not a major one from our 
point of view. Contracts have many detailed provisions
which are not applicable to grants concerning say, for 
example, if you want to buy something from abroad, and the 
usual fair employment practices provision is in contracts 
but not grants at this stage. Some contracts are in the 

nature where you send a record of expenditures back to the 
government, but in a grant you do not -- you leave the books 
open for inspection. 

Reynolds: In the government contracts there is a provision in them 
about fair employment, no discrimination, and that provision 
has been in all contracts received by Rice since you have 
been president. And based on your experience in the field 
of education, these provisions have likewise been in these 
contracts long before you ca.me to Rice? 

Pitzer: ctually, it has been changed since I came. 

Reynolds: But nevertheless, contracts do provide for fair employment, 
and Rice has been able to get these contracts ••••••• 

Pitzer: According to our counsel, we have been able to comply so 
far as employees. The question might arise where an employee
is also a graduate student. If he did not have the opportu
nity to also become a student, we have a danger. 

Reynolds: To the question of employment -- you do have that provision
in the contracts and not in the grants. 

. " ' . At the present time Rice is able to hire qualified negroes
in any position of employment at Rice which it so desires? 

Pitzer: Correct. 

Reynolds: And by reason of its being able to do this, there has been 
no question at Rice about fair employment? 

Pitzer: No, I would not say that. No we have been instructed by 
representatives of the agencies, and they have raised some 
question at the informal level. 

Reynolds: Is there anything in your contracts from the government or 
grants which states that unless you remove the white restric
tion for admission of students that these contracts or these 
grants will not be enforceable? 

Pitzer: I have already raised the question in the category of an 
employee ~ and student at the same time, whether this is 
compliance. The principal question is whether an agency
will decide not to make a grant with a university known 
to discriminate, and if they won't make a grant there won't 
be any language to look at. 
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Pitzer: The answer to the question is "No". 

Reynolds: These contracts and grants which you now have with the 
government run through the year 1908? 

Pitzer: Most of them run through 1964 -- but you have found one 
through 1968. 

Reynolds: Some run through 1967 and 1968, 

Pitzer: I might remark that these have relatively short cancellation 
clauses. 

Reynolds: Has Rice ever had one of these cancelled on them? 

Pitzer: Not to my knowledge. 

Reynolds: You do know, do you not, from your experience in the field of 
education, that the government has had some type of non
discriminating regulation since 1941? 

Pitzer: I do not know the initial date, but I do know they have had 
this for some time. 

Reynolds: You do know that they have not enforced this up to the time 
you filed this lawsuit. 

Pitzer: I don't know what happened at Rice prior to the time of my 
coming, 

Reynolds: When you filed this in February 21, 1963 --- from the time 
you came in 1961 to 1963, did any agency of the government 
ever raise this question to you in regard to existing con
tracts and grants? 

Pitzer: Not in any formal manner, 

Reynolds: Have any negroes applied? 

Pitzer: Yes. 

Reynolds: Were they processed in the usual way? 

Pitzer: Not in the usual way, no. By casual inspection one was 
otherwise qualified. I did not inspect them carefully. 

Reynolds: No one of this race has ever made a controversy? 

Pitzer: No one has pressed the matter, no. 

Reynolds: No question raised between intervenors Coffee or Billups in 
connection with the matter prior to this suit? 
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Pitzer: I don't understand the question. 

Reynolds: I am trying to get you to say whether or not Coffee or 
Billups ever raised a question about the admission policy 
at Rice. 

Pitzer: Not with me personally. I cannot speak about raising the 
question with others. 

Reynolds: As far as you know, they did not raise the question? 

Pitzer: I am 1 sure of that. 

Reynolds: Let me read from your petition, page 13, letter paragraph 
"E" -- I am directing your attention to the word "differences"; 
were there any differences that you know of prior to the 
filing of your suit? 

COURT ADJOURNED 



-
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Tuesday morning, February 18, 1964: 

(Discussion of relationship to NASA as employees, relationship to Rice 
as students.) /lt4.-,._ F;.1 I. .,,,, . 

Reynolds: 

Pitzer: 

Reynolds: 

Pitzer: 

Reynolds: 

Pitzer: 

Reynolds: 

Pitzer: 

Reynolds: 

Pitzer: 

Reynolds: 

Pitzer: 

Is the number of students at Rice 2,145? 

For the year ending last June 30, yes. 

Of that number, tell the jury how many of those are employees
of NASA within the meaning of that first paragraph, and I 
would point out furthermore that the movement from NASA this 
year is greater than last year. In the total, did you
include any employees of NASA? 

If there were any a year ago, yes. 

Of the 2,242 total (estimated for 1964) have you included 
employees of NASA within that figure? 

There are a few in that figure, yes. 

Does that include all of those in the training facility at 
Rice? 

If they are properly registered and for advanced degrees. 

Don't you want to be fair and say that they are enrolled at 
Rice whether or not they work for NASA and ••• 

We determine the students at Rice on the basis of their 
qualifications. 

Under your training facility, isn't it true that you carry 
some NASA people who you do not enroll at Rice? 

We allow employees of NASA just as we allow other people
who want to come in and even audit classes. If an employee
of NASA is - in the training activity from their point of view, 
then be is a trainee, I believe, regardless of whether the 
university looks on him as formally registered or not. 

Reynolds: My question was whether or not in the training facility
there were many employees who are not carried on the books 
of Rice as students. 

Pitzer: I would not say there are many who are not carried on the 
books. 

Reynolds: Are there some? 

Pitzer: I do not know how NASA carries their books. 
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Reynolds: Do you know anything about the program. 

Pitzer: I certainly do. The people on that program are 
training facility at Rice. I believe there are 
ten or twenty in the training facility at Rice. 

in the 
between 

Reynolds: How many are full-time students at Rice? 

Pitzer: I am not sure that any are full-time. 

Reynolds: How many
area? 

were full-time students before they came to this 

Pitzer: I don't know. 

Reynolds: What type of training facility does Rice offer for the 
employees of NASA? 

Pitzer: Most important, graduate program in space science. When 
organized it was the only full-fledged department of space
science in the country. 

Reynolds: I believe you testified that you hope to have astronauts 
and others connected with this program. 

Pitzer: Correct. 

Reynolds: Will they be (connected) with students or with research? 

Pitzer: In either way. 

Reynolds: Do you consider the space science program
facility of the government? 

as the training 

Pitzer: From our point of view, the space science department is 
an integral part of the graduate study, and we will well 
recognize that this will be valuable to NASA for advanced 
training of their personnel. 

Reynolds: Do you consider your space science program as the training
facility mentioned in the first paragraph of Mr. Lacklen's 
memorandum? 

Pitzer: I presume it would follow within that category from their 
point of view. This is a document from NASA and not from us. 

Reynolds: I have asked you if you have training of non-government
facility? Is the space science that part? 

Pitzer: Part of it; there are also NASA employees in engineering. 
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Reynolds: I am going to address your attention to the last paragraph of Lacklen's 
memo regarding taking immediate steps for selecting space for these 
trainees, i.e. hotels, motels, etc. In your training facility you do 
not offer for the government training motels, hotels, etc., do you? 

Pitzer: No , I presume 
operates. 

this pertains to space where the government itself 

Reynolds: In this training facility the employees of NASA 
completely at government expense? 

at Rice are trained 

Pitzer: No, 
the 
the 

this is another one of these cases where if Rice charges tuition, 
government will undoubtedly pay. If there is a small fee charge, 
government pays now (under endowment). 

Reynolds: Do these government employees pay anything to Rice except ...... . 

Pitzer: I believe not. 

Reynolds: I wish to direct your attention to the letter to Dr. Croneis from the 
Health, Education, and We lfare Depar tment, which concerns a summer 
language institute. I believe it was previously testified that Rice 
normally does not have a regular summer program for its students. 

Pitzer: It does not have a summer program. 

Reynolds: And normally the professors go out and do as they please and are not 
under the jurisdiction of Rice at that time? 

Pitzer: This is substantially correct. 

Reynolds: They are required to work nine months? 

Pitzer: Correct. 

Reynolds: In the planning stage of 1964, you testified there would be a language 
institute, and this would be one in which various walks of life would be 
invited to attend for the purpose of improving themselves in language. 

Pitzer: Substantially the selection problem is more involved. 

Reynolds: Tell how they would be selected. 

Pitzer: They would apply and be selected on their qualifications to benefit by 
it and also their need for such training in connection with their regular 
occupations, presumably as high school teachers, as they would be high 
school teachers for the most part. We had one for economics some time 
ago. 

Reynolds: You have math programs for high school teachers,do you not? 
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Pitzer: We do have math programs for exceptional students. The summer math program 
is carried on at the request of Houston schools, and they essentially 
select the students and finance it. I do not know the details of the 
process of selection of students. 

Reynolds: How long would this language institute mentioned last? 

Pitzer: I believe it is a six or seven-week institute. 

Reynolds: Is it an all-day program? 

Pitzer: It is pretty much an all-day affair. 

Reynolds: This then becomes a summer school? 

Pitzer: It is a matter of terminology. We do not, however, give credit in the 
formal student sense within Rice University for it. 

Reynolds: What would be the expense to Rice in conducting such an institute? 

Pitzer: The budget proposed here covers all expenses to Health, Education and 
Welfare Department. 

Reynolds: What would those expenses be? 

Pitzer: Expenses of instructors, out-of-pocket costs, and reasonable rent for 
use of the building. 

Reynolds: How many instructors are involved in this program? 

Pitzer: About four or five, some of which would be brought in from elsewhere 
and I believe two of regular Rice faculty. 

Reynolds: I believe it is in evidence that the educational cost per student at 
Rice was $2,520 for 1963. Can you tell the jury how this figure com
pares with that of SMU? 

Pitzer: I do no t have figures to answer that. 

Reynolds: Do you have figures for TCU? 

Pitzer: I do not, other than that stated by the chancellor ... 

Reynolds: Do you have figures for Trinity, St. Thomas, University of Texas, Texas 
A&M, Baylor? 

Pitzer: I do not. 

Reynolds: In your examination and investigation into the questions as to whether 
or not Rice should charge tuition, did you not make a survey of what it 
cost in the other schools in this area to educate the students? 
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Pitzer: No, I made a very careful study of universities of the first class in the 
nation, which Rice was hoping to reach, but Cal Tech is $6,962 per student, 
Princeton is $4,200, MIT $4,780. I do not have a figure for the University 
of Texas or Texas A&M. 

Reynolds: Isn't it true that you have talked to many of the gentlemen who were wit
nesses here about this lawsuit before they were called as witnesses? 

Pitzer: I telephoned, I believe, nine of the people, told them in general what 
the problems were all about, and asked if they would be willing to testify, 
and I did not go into any further details. 

Reynolds: You did not go into with them the cost of educating a student at their 
schools7 

Pitzer: I did not. 

Reynolds: Actually, Rice operates under the college system. 

Pitzer: Well, our residential facilities operate like college similar to Yale, 
Harvard, and Cal Tech .••• 

Reynolds: That means that a student taking a particular discipline.......... In a 
dormitory normally all the students in that college would be living in 
that dormitory? 

Pitzer: I don't know what you have asked. 

Reynolds: In the dormitory, you have those living on the campus living in the same 
dormitory? 

Pitzer: The students are in the dormitory component which is the college. It is also 
the dining facility. And they are grouped together from the time they enter 
until they graduate. 

Reynolds: And according to their course of study -- if they change their course of 
study, they would change dormitories? 

Pitzer: No. 

Reynolds: Do all engineers live in the same college? 

Pitzer: No, they are equally distributed. The same with humanities. The freshmen 
are equally distributed. 

Reynolds: Does that mean that the student stays in the same dormitory during his 
years at Rice? 

Pitzer: Indeed he does. 

Reynolds: Have you had occasion to study the cost of the college system as well as 
other systems prevailing? 
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Pitzer: The costs are self-liquidating. Our charges for room and board are higher 
than other universities in the state. Part of this cost goes into main
taining the dining facility and the master's house. We believe it is well 
worthwhile and valuable to the extent of the relatively minor additional 
cost, but it is not part of the general educational cost at Rice, because 
it is paid by students for room and board. 

Reynolds: Would you 
SMU? 

tell the jury how the endowment at Rice compares with that of 

Pitzer: To the best of my knowledge it is larger. 

Reynolds: Can you give us a dollar figure? 

Pitzer: I don't have a dollar figure of SMU; possibly President Tate testified 
to it. 

Reynolds: I t is true,is it not, that the endowment of Rice exceeds any in the state 
of Texas? 

Pitzer: It is true except for the University of Texas, and if in proportion to 
A&M, A&M would be larger. 

Reynolds: You testified that a university of the first class would fall approximately 
in the top twenty. 

Pitzer: That is a reasonable definition. 

Reynolds: It is true that endowment of Rice among private universities in the United 
States is certainly in excess of the first twenty. 

Pitzer: I think it is in the first ten to twenty. 

Reynolds: I would like this verified. 

Pitzer: I will if you wish. 

Reynolds: Since you have been president at Rice, the enrollment of students has 
increased by approximately 300. 

Pitzer: I will have to check the figures. About 250. 

Reynolds: Prior to your coming as president, the enrollment of Rice increased in 
the number of 250 over a period of about four to five years. 

Pitzer: I think that is a fair statement. 

Reynolds: What is your ultimate goal as to the number of students which you expect 
to have enrolled in Rice? 

Pitzer: I could not testify to an ultimate goal; that is too far down the line. 
But for a five to six-year period starting from the time I arrived, the 
plan I recommended, and consistent with the Board's planning before I 
came, was to increase the graduate body to about BOU. It is now 500, 
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so that would be another 300 there. The undergraduate level maintains 
admission policy of about 450 freshman a year, and if the retention of 
students was more than......• 

Reynolds: You have given us an educational budget of fifteen million dollars. 

Pitzer: That would be further on down the line. It would compare with some
thing like Princeton with 4,000 students. 

Reynolds: In the increase in the number of students you cannot tell us what you 
hope to do at Rice? 

Pitzer: On a plan which ends in 1966 I have told you what we plan to do year 
by year, and we have long-range plans. 

Reynolds: Do you intend and hope to increase the graduate school to 800? 

Pitzer: By '66 or '67. 

Reynolds: And the increase of cost is more pronounced in graduate than in under
graduate? 

Pitzer: Correct. 

Reynolds: And, actually, it is the increase in the number of students in graduate 
as well as undergraduate that is one of the increased costs of operating 
the university? 

Pitzer: That is one aspect, but the cost of maintaining even the same number of 
students is increasing faster than •.•• 

Reynolds: You have testified that Rice has among its research persons a negro. 

Pitzer: I don't recall having testified it, but it is true. 

Reynolds: Then there is nothing in the indenture that prohibits that? 

Pitzer: Correct. 

Reynolds: Yet you have only one negro in the research program at Rice? 

Pitzer: Yes, at a professional level. 

Reynolds: And nothing in the indenture 
professional level? 

that prohibits you from employing at a 

Pitzer: Right. 

Reynolds: How many professo~s do you have? 

Pitzer: None at all. 
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Reynolds: You say that when you go and attempt to hire professors for Rice, that 
one of the things these professors want to know is about the practice of 
discrimination at Rice, that this is important to them? 

Pitzer: Correct. 

Reynolds: How do you explain to 
Rice that you have no 

these professors 
negro professors 

that you are seeking to 
on the faculty at Rice? 

bring to 

Pitzer: There is no particular problem there. There is no policy against it, 
and they are willing to assume that when a sufficiently well-qualified 
candidate appears, he will be appointed. 

Reynolds: Have you gone out and made an effort to hire negroes on the faculty? 

Pitzer: We do not hire on a racial basis but on expertness in their field. 

Reynolds: Explain why you don't have any negroes on the faculty at Rice. 

Pitzer: Because they 
interest who 

are hired on the basis I have stated. 
had sufficiently high qualifications. 

None have indicated 

Reynolds: Were you a member of the American As sociation of University Professors? 

Pitzer: I am not now. 

Reynolds: And one of the objectives of this organization is to insure the non
discriminatory practice of hiring or firing of professors? 

Pitzer: I do not recall the exact policy statement. This may be correct. 

Reynolds: Well, this is an organization that also has as one of its objectives 
the protection of academic freedom of professors in the organization. 

/Objection - overruled/ 

Reynolds: Don't you think if Rice were to hire a well-qualified negro professor 
that this would show to the American Association of College Professors 
and the stars you seek to attract to Rice that, in fact, you do not 
practice discrimination in the hiring of college professors? 

Pitzer: I have not said that we had any difficulty with respect to discrimination 
in the hiring of employees - we are following a non-discrimination policy 
there. The policy in which candidates for employment object is in respect 
to discrimination of students. 

Reynolds: And you have had no question come up about Rice not having qualified 
negroes on the faculty? 

Pitzer: Correct. 
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Reynolds: Don't you think if you had such a negro on the faculty that it would show 
that it was the policy of Rice that it is in the framework of their •..• 

/ Objection - sustained/ 

Reynolds: I believe you testified yesterday that since you had come to Rice that 
you had been able to hire some twenty professors. 

Pitzer: That was an estimated number, yes. 

Reynolds: How many of these college professors that you have caused to be attracted 
to Rice did you hire before the trustees passed the resolution in evidence 
in this case? 

Pi tzer: I don't recall the breakdown, but I did corrnnunicate, even before the reso
lution was passed, to certain of the key individuals my judgement as to 
the attitude and probable policies of the trustees in this area in response 
to the questions of candidates for faculty positions. 

Reynolds: You passed on to these professors the same general information that was 
passed on to you by the devoted men of Rice who attracted you to Rice. 

Pitzer: Of course, 
passed. 

during most of this time the resolution had already been 

Reynolds: The resolution was passed in September, 1962, within a year after you 
had come, and I was trying to get you to tell how many of these pro
fessors you had attracted to Rice even prior to that date. 

Pitzer: I do no t recall. There were several who came before that date, and most 
of them asked the same question about probable future policy of Rice, 
and I discussed the general attitudes and views the board was expressing. 
If you recall, the board had been discus s ing this question in March, 
April, and May of 1962, and the general trend of the board's feelings 
and probable action was quite clear even in the spring of ' 62. I had 
no occasion to hire professors before the spring of '62. 

Reynolds: You explained the indenture to them? 

Pitzer: I explained problems relating to the indenture and not to any will. 

Reynolds: You understood that Rice 
indenture •••••••. 

was disposing of his property, and under the 

/Objection - sustained/ 

Reynolds: Under the will or Rice, some six-odd million dollars came into the hands 
of the trustees named in the indenture. 

Pitzer: The exact figures have been p l aced in evidence, and I accept them. 
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Reynolds: Do you know how many present professors 
contracts and grants? 

at Ri ce are working on government 

Pitzer: I think that is an exact count (Exhibit #22). 

Reynolds: Let us 
came? 

take any of Dr. Talmadge for example. Was he at Rice before you 7 

Pi tzer: Yes. 

Reynolds: Is he eminent? 

Pitzer: Quite outstanding. 

Reynolds: Many of these professors working on grants and government contracts had 
been long associated with Rice before your time? 

Pitzer: Certainly. 

Reynolds: It is in evidence, Dr. Pitzer, that the original petition of the trustees 
was filed in February, 1963. State to the jury whether prior to that 
date there had existed any controversy between the trustees of Rice and 
the intervenors Coffee and Billups? 

/Objection - sustained/ 

Reynolds: You stated a few minutes ago that it was the present practice of Rice to 
accept 400 to 450 students each year. 

Pitzer: I testified that we accept approximately 450 freshmen. 

Reynolds: How long has Rice been accepting that number of freshmeni 

Pitzer: I think the acceptance of approximately that number goes into the 1920s, 
with possibly some trregularity during World War II. 

Reynolds: What are present standards of admission for freshmen at Rice? 

Pitzer: In terms of academic qualifications? 

Reynolds: In terms of all qualifications. 

Pitzer: Well, one of the limitations as you know is the subject of legal action 
at this time, but leaving that aside, we seek students of good character 
and high academic qualifications and give some preference to residents 
of Texas as compared to those of other states. 

Reynolds: What type of high academic qualifications are required? 

Pitzer: Ba sed on judgement of college entrance examination scores and the high 
school record, letters of recommendation from high school counselors 
and others with reference to character and academic ability of the 
candidate and, if feasible, on interview of the candidate. The records 
on all these are evalued by the admissions committee. 
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Reynolds: Do you attempt to take the 450 who most nearly meet 
standard of admission you have described. 

these 

Pitzer: In general, yes, but we also want these candidates to be 
distributed in a reasonable manner over the various academic 
disciplines and programs which Rice has, and there is a 
certain distribution pattern we must follow and accept the 
best candidates in each section of this pattern. 

Reynolds: Do you have a minimum academic pattern you would consider? 

Pitzer: There is a reasonably definite minimum academic standing for 
admission in any of these categories but not precise, because 
one has to evaluate both high school record, college boards, 
etc. 

Reynolds: lt is true that you have some, annually, 2,500 to 3,000 
candidates who are generally within the standards of admission 
you have mentioned. 

Pitzer: We have a large number of candidates over and above those 
we are able to accept that have very good qualifications. 
As you go up to the total number of applications received, 
this would include some we would not regard as qualified. 

Reynolds: In any event, it is true that you have, annually, candidates 
for admission who do meet the standards of admission to Rice 
far in excess of the minimum you are able to enroll. 

Pitzer: We have considerable excess, yes, of candidates with good 
academic qualifications. Our standards are to admit the 
best, but we have many other good candidates. 

Reynolds: It is true, then, that at the present time, with the present 
restrictions upon Rice, you are able to attract outstanding 
students at Rice. 

Pitzer: Yes. This capacity to attract outstanding students depends 
on maintaining or retaining the outstanding faculty that 
we now have. 

Reynolds: There are many factors, aren't there? 

Pitzer: Yes. 
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Reynolds: There are many that have been mentioned in this courtroom 
and many others which have to do with personal preference 
of teachers or students, such as climate, family situation 
of the particular student or faculty, and lack of tuition 
would certainly be one consideration for a student; and 
certainly this enables you to get a better grade of student 
by reason of the fact that you do not charge tuition. 

Pitzer: I am sure the absence of tuition is attractive. 

Reynolds: You have stated to us that you have a faculty of approximately 
two hundred. 

Pitzer: Correct. 

Reynolds: In addition to the faculty, how many persons do you have 
that are non-faculty that are in research? 

Pitzer: I provided that number in the deposition -- would someone 
remind me of it. 

Reynolds: Figure 48 is that correct? 

Pitzer: Yes. These are positions financed through government grants, 
other research grants and contracts. 

Reynolds: Incidentally, your deposition was taken prior to your testi
mony here today. As president of Rice, can you chart a course 
today whereby Rice can instruct and impr ove the white inhabi
tants as classified in the indenture of Mr. Rice? 

Pitzer: Certainly, it is possible to chart a course, which as I have 
already testified is one of declining significance without 
contribution. 

Reynolds: As president of Rice you can chart a course whereby Rice 
instruct and improve as stated in the indenture, without 
charging tuition. 

can 

Pitzer: Yes, it is certainly possible to continue to operate and, 
as previously testified, on a basis probably of declining 
significance and contribution if no tuition is maintained. 

Reynolds: If the restrictions of "white" and "free" were removed , this 
would not make Rice automatically a first class institution? 
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Pitzer: Of course, but it would provide the basis by which I am 
confident Rice could be first class or major league and 
be of great contribution and provide more and better 
instruction than in the indenture. 

PASS THE WITNESS: 

Davis: If these so-called restrictions are retained, 
the future retain the position it has now. 

can Rice in 

Pitzer: I do not believe it can. I believe it would be on a 
declining path, and once an institution starts to go down
hill, it is likely to go down very much faster. 

Davis: You were asked about eminent professors that Rice has had 
for a long time. Has the color restriction become increas
ingly important in the last few years? 

Pitzer: It has. 

Davis: Is there or is there not substantial need for additional 
graduate programs in the state of Texas? 

Pitzer: It is my judgement that this is the case, and 
supported by judgement of many other experts. 

this is amply 

Davis: 

Pitzer:) 

You were asked how the endowment of Rice compared with that 
of other schools. Do you know what the endowment of Harvard 
is? 

&undred 
I believe I have seen a figure of eight/million dollars. 

Davis: In addition to that, do they charge tuition? 

Pitzer: It does. 

Davis: You were asked whether Rice stood between tenth to twentieth 
of those having endowment. Do all those with larger endow
ment than Rice charge tuition? 

Pitzer: Every one does. 

Davis: Do all those below the 
tuition? 

list of twenty, except Rice, charge 

Pitzer: They all do. 
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Davis: Do you know approximately what the endowment of the University 
of Texas is? 

Pitzer: I remember possibly a 
h~ndr ed

three/million dollar figure. 

Davis; You were also asked about the average cost per student at 
certain places, and you gave the average cost for three 
institutions out-of-state. I will ask whether or not, based 
on universities in this country recognized as being in the 
first class, is the cost of $3,000 per student high or low? 

Pitzer: Low -- probably lower than that of any institution of the 
first class which is at all comparable in size and student 
body to Rice. 

Davis: Does the cost per student vary considerably in connection 
with the size of the institution as to whether it is more 
or less expensive to educate a large number or small number? 

Pitzer: Per student it is less expensive 
on a similar program. 

to educate a large number 

Davis: Is it true that after having set up a department, under
graduate or graduate, for a particular subject that the 
cost would go down per student as you added to the number 
of students in that particular course or subject. 

Pitzer: Normally it would, yes. 

Davis: As long as Rice remains relatively small, will its cost be 
relatively higher to that of other institutions with larger 
enrollments? 

Pitzer: This would be true if they have comparable programs. 

Davis: You were asked about improvements for the inhabitants of 
the city of Houston and state of Texas. In addition to 
actually giving direct credits in schools, does Rice now 
and has it in the past arranged numerous ' lectures and other 
programs to which the general public in this community is 
invited? 

Pitzer: I don't understand. 
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Davis: I'll rephrase the question. With reference to the provisions 
in the charter that uses not only the words "for the instruction" 
but also "for the improvement" of certain groups of persons, 
does Rice now and according to your information has it in the 
past arranged programs and lectures for the improvement of the 
general public in this area, other than their mere instruction 
as students at Rice? 

Pitzer: Yes, quite extensive program of lectures offered to the public 
and announced in the past. To the best of my knowledge, Rice 
has always had that. 

Davis: Is that the general character of 
the first class in this country? 

a number of universities of 

Pitzer: It is. 

Davis: Has it been your observation..... no ..... I believe you said 
nearly all these contracts you have now with the federal 
government have the boiler-plate provision requiring no dis
crimination in employment. 

Pitzer: That is correct. 

Davis: From your observation has the government taken more active 
steps recently to enforce those provisions than it did in 
the past? 

Pitzer: It is my observation that they 
enforcement. 

are increasingly active in 

Davis: In connection with some of these research programs, do you 
actually employ some of your graduate students to participate 
in them? 

Pitzer: We do. 

Davis: If the government should strictly enforce the no-discrimination 
in employment, and as long as the color restriction remains, 
could you continue the practice of employing graduate students 
in the carrying out of the research, so long as you were pro
hibited from employing solely on color. 

/Objection - overruled/ 
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Pitzer: I am not sure what the federal government's interpretation 
on this point might be, but it gives me considerable concern. 

Davis: You made a statement yesterday as to research from the govern
ment -- grants and contracts -- about how do they split? 

Pitzer: About equal. 
some another. 

Some agencies prefer one form of operation and 

Davis: You were asked whether you had some students at Rice that 
were on federal scholarships or fellowships. Do you also 
have some at Rice on private or foundation fellowships or 
scholarships? 

Pitzer: Yes, a large ntnnber. 

Davis: Do any of these have to pay any tuition at all? 

Pitzer: They absolutely don't have 
doesn't charge tuition. 

to pay tuition, because Rice 

Davis: If Rice was permitted 
and fellowships cover 

to charge tuition, would scholarships 
tuition? 

Pitzer: In most cases it would cover without question and without 
cost to the individual student. In some cases it would 
cover tuition if the student had financial need, but it might 
not if the family resources were extensive. 

Davis: If you take a student who has financial need and he is given 
a fellowship or scholarship and he goes to Tulane where they 
charge tuition, would Tulane receive the tuition? 

Pitzer: Yes, they would receive the tuition at no cost to the student. 

Davis: And if the same student had chosen 
would get no tuition? 

to come to Rice, Rice 

Pitzer: Under present conditions, yes. 

Davis: In effect, Rice would have 
funds available? 

to provide that out of educational 

Pitzer: Correct. 
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Davis: If this color restriction remains in effect permanently in 
the future, do you think you can retain for any substantial 
length of time in the future the eminent faculty you now have? 

Pitzer: I believe that we would lose very substantial numbers of the 
most eminent faculty, as well as other members of the faculty. 

RECESS 

RECESS OVER - JURY OUT 

Reynolds: Prior to the filing of this suit, was there any controversy 
between the intervenors and the trustees? 

Pitzer: I am not aware of any. I recently arrived in Houston and 
am certainly not aware of all ..... 

Reynolds: Regarding the indenture of Rice, any controversy? 

Pitzer: I just said I am not aware, but I do not pretend to know 
everything the trustees may have been involved in. 

Reynolds: At the time of the filing of the suit was there any controversy 
with the alumni in regard to enforcement of restrictions. 

Pitzer: We had a number of letters from alumni. 

Reynolds: No statement from the other side? 

Pitzer: I had received none. 

Reynolds: No controversy that existed at the time of the filing of this 
suit between Rice on the one hand and any persons on the other 
with regard to enforcement of restrictions in the indenture. 

Pitzer: I am not aware of it. 

Judge: That is the third time he has answered that question. 

JURY IN: 
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(Discussion of fellowships and scholarships for undergraduates:) 

Davis: So far as those students 
would make no difference 

are concerned on fellowship or scholarship, it 
to them whether Ri ce charged tuition or not. 

Pitzer: Correct. 

RECROSS: 

Reynolds: There 
time, 

are 
the 

many fellowships and scholarships, are there not, at the 
cost of which is borne by the donor of the scholarship. 

present 

Pitzer: I would not say it quite that way. In determining the stipend or scholar
ship, the cost of room and board is frequently considered, and the scholar
ship may make a contribution for that cost, but it is seldom paid directly 
or in full as tuition would be paid. 

Reynolds: Are there many students at Rice 
ships or fellowships toward the 

today receiving in whole 
cost of room and board? 

or part scholar

Pitzer: Yes. 

Reynolds: You have told the 
tions are removed 

jury that it is your opinion that unless 
that Rice would go on the decline. 

these restric

Pitzer: Correct. 

Reynolds: As an aducator, tell the jury what university of the first class or univer
sity of pre-eminence in this land has gone on the decline for any reason. 

Pitzer: I can think of no example which bears any relationship to the pr esent 
general circumstances, with the exception of Stanford which had been 
without tuition until about 1922 and then began to charge tuition in 
order to avoid going into the decline. 

Reynolds: You then know of no university in the history of the United States 
whereby a university has for any reason gone on the decline. 

Pitzer: No, I have not made 
decline for reasons 
now facing Rice. 

a study of universities which may have gone on the 
that bear no relationship whatsoever to the problems 

Reynolds: I am asking for any reason. 

Pitzer: I am sure there are many that have gone into decline for inadequate financing. 
Others have gone up for excellent support and excellent leadership. Others 
have gone into decline of standing; some have gone into decline completely 
and have been taken over by another institution, but I have not made a 
study in detail. 
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Reynolds: At the recess were you able to find out where Rice stands among the colleges 
and universities in this country from the standpoint of endowment fund? 

Pitzer: Yes, I had one of my staff look up in the World Almanac of 1964, the table 
entitled Se lected Colleges and Universities with Major Endowment Funds 
(Book Values). Rice was listed as seventeenth. 

Reynolds: Does this include public or state universities? 

Pitzer: Yes, it includes the University of Texas. 
second on the list, Harvard is number one, 

The University of Texas is 
and Yale is number three. 

Reynolds: Do you know where Rice compares in endowment among private universities? 

Pitzer: If you eliminated the University of Texas, 
...•.•......•.•. and it might be fifteenth. 

it would raise it to sixteenth 

Reynolds: If these restrictions which William Marsh Rice placed in the 
remain, are you going to leave Rice? 

indenture 

Pitzer: If the situation develops that it seems impossible to prevent this 
declining situation from arising, then I would probably be looking for 
opportunities where I can be more effective and make a larger contribu
tion to the country, if the situation is such that it is impractical to 
prevent it. 

REDIRECT: 

Davis: You were asked about Universities declining in the United States. Do you 
know of any that have been hobbled by the two restrictions that we are 
trying to remove now? 

Pitzer: I know Tulane felt very much hobbled by the race restrictions. 

Davis: Do you know of other schools, colleges, and universities that have color 
restrictions either as a matter of policy or otherwise which have removed 
those in the last few years? 

Pitzer: Yes, I have followed that and have seen one after another remove those 
restrictions. 

Davis: At the present time do you know of any other university that has either one 
of these restrictions now, with the exception that Ca lifornia charges fees 
and not tuition to state students? 

Pitzer: I know of no private university that has university calibre that has either 
a racial restriction or does not charge tuition, other than Rice. No state 
university has the restriction on admission. (I do not know the labelling 
or the fiscal structure of all the state universities, besides California 
that says it is not tuition. 

WITNESS EXCUSED 

BRS 
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